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BCLP is delighted to announce the next set of sessions in our environmental webinar series,

Understanding environmental liability and compliance issues in transactions, which explores how to

approach a series of key environmental legal issues that arise in transactions involving real estate. 

Wednesday 24th November – 3pm: Chemicals regulation and emissions trading post Brexit

Here we will look at two areas where there have been important changes to UK environmental law

as a result of Brexit, namely the regulation of chemicals and greenhouse gas emissions.

View recording here

Recording transcript

Wednesday 10th November – 3pm: Avoiding the pitfalls of the waste management and liability

regime

Here we will look at what “waste” arises in the context of property development and management,

how this needs to be managed in the UK, and the penalties and liabilities for failing to do so.

View recording here

Recording transcript

Wednesday 13th October – 3pm: PFAS – is it the new asbestos?

Here we will look at the incidence of poly and perfluoroalkyl substances (“PFAS”) in the UK, what

activities have led to its escape into the environment and how it could lead to liability for property

owners in the future.

View recording here

Recording transcript

Wednesday 6th October – 3pm: Managing UK regulation surrounding energy use and energy

efficiency 
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https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3420105/8BF10833A49DF75DEB526CF26EC921CE
https://www.bclplaw.com/a/web/317814/3WLLST/transcript_-greenhouse-gas-emissions-trading-and-chemical-regula.pdf
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3420106/7DD8435D0A725AF137B361A8F350A537
https://www.bclplaw.com/a/web/317205/3WLLMX/transcript_-avoiding-the-pitfalls-of-the-waste-management-and-li.pdf
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3420103/72C5F2C0853E5130F7DDAA0851AB885B
https://www.bclplaw.com/a/web/316818/3WLLJx/transcript_-pfas-is-it-the-new-absestos6043716091.pdf
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Here we will look at the UK energy use and energy efficiency rules, schemes and reporting

requirements that apply to companies with real estate assets.

View recording here

Recording transcript

Thursday 24 June – 3pm: Unlocking disagreements over future contaminated land liability

Looking at how disagreements arise over the buyer and seller’s future responsibility and how they

can be resolved, including through environmental insurance products, with: Aidan Thomson (BCLP);

Isabelle Laborde (BCLP); and Duncan Spencer (Environmental Insurance Broker, EDIA Limited).

View recording here

Recording transcript

Thursday 8th July – 3pm: Avoiding the asbestos liability web

Looking at the risks associated with asbestos exposure, the long tail liability and insurance issues,

and how incoming building owners and occupiers can steer clear of them, with: Aidan Thomson

(BCLP); Isabelle Laborde (BCLP); and Sam Levy (BCLP).

View recording here

Recording transcript

Thursday 22nd July – 3pm: Addressing Environmental Permits

Looking at the responsibilities that rest with the holder of an environmental permit, and what to do

with environmental permits when a property or business is bought or sold, with: Aidan Thomson

(BCLP); Isabelle Laborde (BCLP); and Sam Levy (BCLP).

View recording here

Recording transcript
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https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3420089/CF44F6510C0A23F15848A0F6F9484C85
https://www.bclplaw.com/a/web/316817/3WLLJx/transcript_-managing-uk-regulation-surrounding-energy-use-and-en.pdf
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3251173/F2F656C4D5B269C316834DA1D448ECDC
https://www.bclplaw.com/a/web/251186/3WLJdk/transcript_-unlocking-disagreements-over-future-contaminated-lan.pdf
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3251191/420D49AE63352E3DBFD802587F695CA6
https://www.bclplaw.com/a/web/251485/3WLJf1/transcript_-avoiding-the-asbestos-liability-web6038822201.pdf
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3251191/420D49AE63352E3DBFD802587F695CA6
https://www.bclplaw.com/a/web/252025/3WLJjn/transcription_-addressing-environmental-permits6039519771.pdf
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MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.

Sam Levy

London

sam.levy@bclplaw.com

+44 (0) 20 3400 3082

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/people/samuel-levy.html
https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/offices/london.html
tel:%2B44(0)2034003082

